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h~stract. A model of multicellular growth in biological organisms is studied from the point of 
view of its ability to produce stable configurations, and the kinds oi cell lineages which may occur 
inside such configurations are characterized. ghe kind of mode! considered is called a scheme, 
and the set of all stable configurations of a scheme ip viewed as a formal language. In a stable 
configuration, individual cells may change state, die out, or clividf: into several daughter cells, but 
they must do so in such a way as to leave-the total configuration unchanged. 
It is shown. that for each scheme with cellular interactions there is a boi;nd on the distance 
betwee,, 2 parent cell and its immediate daughter cells, but thiat a cell may have descendants, after 
many Generations, which are arbitrarily far away from it. It is also shown that for each scheme 
there is a bound on the number of consecutive ce!ls which may die out as a block, and be replaced 
by division of other cells, in one generation; a biologically reasonable property. This lehds to the 
result that, viewed as languages, sets of stable configurations of schemes are regular sets. 
In this paper we study the ability of an organism to maintain a stable global for.m 
while its local components are changing dynamically. e are interested in the kinds 
of glob:31 patterns which can be maintained by a shifting population of cells, in 
which each cell may change state, die out, or divide into several new cells in a way 
g on its own state and the states of a finite number of neighboring cells. 
Lindcnmayer [4] proposed a theoretical framework in which intercellular 
relatiorrships can be discussed in a precise manner. The framework has become 
nown as an L system, after its originator, an it caan be viewed eit 
denmayer [5]. Since 
sive account of 
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if interaction is required, and an initial string (axiom) from which the development 
starts. L systems are investigated by Herman and Rozenbc:rg [2] from the point of 
view of the sets, and of the sequences, ofall strings which can be generated from the 
axiom, optionally under intersection with strings over a subset of the alphqbet. 
Bnterestilrgly, most of the classes of langua,- -s so obtained do not correspond to the 
Chomsky hierarchy classes and are not closed under most of the usual operations 
on languages. 
L systems have also provided a convenient framework $0 model the sets of stable 
“adult” configurations which can be generated from an initial string, and also the 
ability of a developmental process to compensate for externally inflicted damage t9 
serings of cells. Herman and Walker [3], Walker [8], and Yitdnyi and Walker [7] 
have shown that the sets of stable strings of various kinds of L systems correspond 
to the classes of context free, context sensitive, and recursively enumerable 
fzinguages. Walker [IO] has shown that, although the classes of stable string 
languages of L systems without cellular interactions correspond tc the context free 
languages, the effect of allowing strings of cells to be damaged by the removal of 
substrings during development is to cause the resulting sets of stable strings to be 
regular ianguages. 
While it is natural to view the development of an organism as starting from an 
initial string and ending at one of a number of dynamically stable strings, it is also 
interesting to study the set of all possible stable strings of cells under a given set of 
productions. From the biological point of view, this allows us to study the nature of 
the cell lineages within a!1 stable strings, not just those derivable from the axiom, 
and it yields insight into the regenerative properties of stable strings. From a formal 
language point of view we are studying the fixed points of mappings which dre 
defined by a finite table together with a uniform rule for the application of the table. 
Such fixed points are also of more general mathematical interest, see, e.g., van 
Leeuwen 161. 
In focusing on all of the possible stable strings we need the alphabet, productions 
and environment symbol of an L system, but we do not need the axiom. We call an 
L system without an axiom an L scheme, ancl it is the sets of stable strings of L 
schemes with cellular interactions which are our main concern here. Such schemes 
are called interactive L schemes, or IL schemes for short. If cell death does not 
occur in an IL scheme, it is called a propagating 1L scheme, or PIL scheme. If an L 
scheme does r$tit have cellu.lar interactions then it is called a OL scheme. The set of 
e strings of an L scheme called the adult 1 uage of the L scheme. 
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If V is a finite nonempty set of symbols we call it an alphabet. If V is an alphabet 
we say that V* is the set of all strings of symbols from V, including the string of 
length zero, which we denote by A. We say that V+ = V* - {A}. If L is a subset of 
V*, we say that;’ =L{A} a; = {cup 1 ci E 6, and p E L’}. We 
say that L* = rio i an 
gm” i ;hat L ‘+’ 
i-1 . 
If A is a set, we denote the set of all subsets of A by 2*. If A and B are sets we 
s3y that A x E? = {(a, b) 1 a E A and b E B}. We denote the empty set by 611. If V is 
a finite set, we denote the number of elements in V by # V. If p is a string, we 
write the length of p 2%~ 1 p I. 
Definition. An (m, n) L scheme for m, n 3 0 is a 3-tuple F = (V, Q, g) in which V is 
an alphabet, g is a symbol not in V, and Q is specified as folllows. Let 
& = {gm-iVi+j+lgn-i 1 0~ i s m, 0~ j s n}. 
Then thr- set of productions Q is a finite subset crf R X V* such that for each a E R 
there is a /3 E V* such that (cu, /3) E Q. Using Q, So (or 6 if it is clear what Q is) is 
defined by S(h) = {A) and for o1 . . . &... al E V’, where ak E ‘J, 
s, 
’ 
If Q is a finite subset of R x V’, i.e. cell death does not take place, we say that F 
is a propagating L scheme. If # Q = # R we say that F is a deterministic L 
scheme. We use the abbreviations P for propagating and D ;or deterministic, e.g., a 
PD(m, n)L scheme is a propagating deterministic L scheme. Wti write QI 2 /3 for 
(a, P) E Q. 
If m = n = 0, F is called a OL scheme. If m + n > 0, F is called an IL scheme. In 
particular, if (m, n) = (1, 0), F’ is called a 1L scheme, and if m = n = 1, F is called a 
2L scheme. Since the symbol g serves no purpose in a OL schep(Te, we shall write a 
OL scheme as a pair (V, Q). 
g) is an L scheme we de,fine the adult language of 
1 S(a)=(a)). (F or simplicity we often write cr instead of {ar}.) 
A(%LS) for the family 
ily of adult languages of sue 
death” for ‘“erasing”. 
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3. Adult i~i~guag~s of & schemes 
In this_ slzction we establish the following hierarchy 
A(POLS) $ A(OLS) s A(PILS) s A(ILS) $ 
In the process we shall also prove a “limited erasing theorem”, which says, 
intuitively, that there is a bound on the number of consecutive cells which may die 
out as a block in a dynamically stable configuration. Also, we shall show that 
determinism does not restrict the families of adult languages of the types of 
schemes defined in the last section, i.e. that in all cases A(XLS) = A(DXLS). 
We first give some examples of the kinds of schemes we have defined, together 
with their adult languages. These examples will be useful later on. 
le 1. Let F1 = ({a, 6, c, 4, Ql be a OL scheme with Q = 
(a + ab, b --, c, c+ A, d + cd}. Then S(abc) = abc, S(cd) = cd and A (F,) = 
{abc,cd}*. Note that F, is in fact a DOL scheme. 
le 2. Let F2 = ({a, b, c}, Q, g) be a DP2L scheme with productions 
gaa -+ a, bbc + b, 
aab + a, bee -+ c, 
abb --j b, ccg I + c., 
and UL~W + ba otherwise (i.e., for all v E {a, b, c} and U, w E {a, b, c, g} such that 
uvw is not one of the triples above, ww + ba). Then 6(aabbcc) = aabbcc and 
A(F,) = (aahbcc). 
le 3. Let F3 = ({a, b}, Q, g) be a. D2L scheme with productions 
gba -+ ba, gaa -) a: 
baiz + a, aa + a, 
aab + b, aag --3 a, and 
abg + A, uvw + bb o;herwise. 
Then 8(aa) = aa, S(baab) = baab, and it is easy to check that 
A(F3)={baib 1 i 22}U{a’ 
ig. 1 for an example of how a 
e schemes in our examples are 
1 i 22). 
string in 
deterministic. In fact the folio roperty 
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a a a b 
‘a a b 
b a a a b 
b a a a b 
Fig. 1 
symbol not 22 V’. Let R’= {gmwi( tJ’ i_J {u})i+i+lgn-g’ 1 0 S i S m, 0 G j S n}. Let 
0” = {(a, t,v) 1 a E R’ and there is no p suck that (Q, p) E 0’). Let F’ = (V’ U {u}, 
Q’ U Q”, g $. It is straig%forward to check that F’ has the required properties, 
which ciompietes our proof. Cl 
Thus from now on we &all state our results in terms of L schemes, but fkte proofs 
of these results will be restricted {without loss of generality j to determiGstic L 
schemes. 
We shaS1 compare our results for schemes with cellular interactions with some 
ed properties of schemes in which the cells do not interact. 
There exists an algorithm which takes as input any OL scheme F = 
i(F) such that A! 
hen each strinp in 
Theorem 1 of an and 
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generations. In fact, a cell either has itself as an immediate descendant, or else its 
lineage dies out in 32 steps. 
I’n the case oS a POL scheme, the basic stable strings are each of length 1. The 
following lemms, whose easy proof is omitted, generalizes this fact. 
2 Let IF = (V, a, g) be a P(mF n)L scheme, let I 3 1, and let al, .“., al E V. 
Y%en a (F) Q CL+,,, . . . ai... ai+n 2 ai fat 1 s i e 1, where a, = g for t < I 01 
t > n. 
Now we can use Lemma 2 to show that for each POL system F, A(F) consists of 
all the strings over an alphabet x. 
3. For each POL scheme F == ( V, 49) we cm constmct a subset 2 of V such 
that A(F) = IiS*. 
. Let C = ifa E V Is(a) = a}. It follows from Lemma 2 that A(F) = C*. 0 
Hence we can show that 
from the point of view of 
the 
he 
PQL schemes are less powerful 
adult languages they defiine. 
the OL schemes 
rem 2. A(POLS)~ A(ULS). 
y definition we have A(POLS) c A(OLS). Consider the language E = {&)*. 
Obviously L E A(OLS). But L is not C* for any alphaibet I: so by Lemma 3, 
&E A(POLS), which completes our proof Cl 
Thus the cell lineages in the stable strings of a OL scheme are of a simple localized 
nature. and the adult languages of such schemes are regular languages. 0ur main 
concern is with schemes in which there is interaction betwi:en cells. It follows 
at, in a stable string of a PIL scheme ach cell has itself and only itself as 
a descendant, which is not necessarily the case for a stable string of a OL scheme. 
Nevertheless we can establish the following result. 
. A(OLS) s A(PILS). 
e show first that A(OLS) c A( 
a 1, we can find a finite 
} and let F” = ( 
following productions for all cu, & r, iii, ,& 7 such that l~lr@y I= l&y1 = 21: 
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y if q E W*. Therefore A(F) = A(F’), which 
xample 2. Since A(F2) = {aabbcc} it is clear 
I, hence by Lemma 1, A( F2) $5 A(OLS). But 
(z PILS, so A(&) t= A(PILS) - A(OLS), which completes the proof of the 
Thus in spite o the fact that the cell lineages are simpler in a stable string of a 
PIL schemle than in a stable string of a OL scheme, the PIL schemes are more 
powerful from the viewpoint of the adult languages which they generate.. Yet, as 
shall see, key do not generate all of the regular languages, in fact neit?ter do the 
schemes. 
So far we nave shown that A(POLS) s A(OLS) $ A(PILS). We can show that if we 
allow cell de&r as well as cellular interactions, then we are able to generate 
languages outside the family A(PILS). 
There exists a language L E A(ILS) - A(PILS). 
Proof. Let L = {ba’b 1 i 22) U{a’ 1 i ~21, Then L = A(F,) where F3 is the 2L 
scheme Df Example 3, hence L E A(ILS). 
Suppose L E A(PILS). Then there exist m, n Z 0 and a P(m, n) L scheme F sucil 
that L = A(F). H.et F have set .of productions Q and let k = rn + n + 1. Since 
{bakb, a&} C L, it i~llows from Lemma 2 that the following productions are in Q: 
g”-ban+ b, 
grm_‘3a *+i, a, lSi<m, 
ak+a, 
a m+j n-i--+ a, ISjSn, 
a”bg”+ b, 
r-‘a n+i+l* a, 04iSm, 
a m tj+l g n-j -+ a, OGjSn. 
But then ba k E A(F), contradicting A(F) = L. 
our proof. Cl 
$Z A(PlLS), which completes 
nguages of schemes wit 
adult languages of sche 
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Lmmna 5. There exists tz lanpage L E L(RG) - A(ILS), 
roof. Let L = {a’* 1 t 3 1). Ouviously L E L(RG). Suppose L, E A(ILS). Then 
there exist m, n 3 0 and an (m, n)L scheme F = (V, 0, g) such 
easy to see that a”aa” 2 a. Suppose that gnr-iai+‘+nq CX~ for 
a ‘“+‘+ign-j -;: &I for 0 s j C: n. Then 
that L = A(F). 
O~ia’qand 
It is 
that 
m--l 
x I@iI+E pjl=:(m +n). 
i=O j-0 
But then S(am+“+lr) = a m+n+k for each k 2 1, and choosing k SO that (m -I- 88 + k) is 
an odd number yields a string a E A(F) - L. This is a contradiction, SO L es A(ILS), 
which completes our proof. q 
Next we shale show that A(ILS) C L(RG). It is convenient to esta.blish this via 
some results about cell lineages in a stable string oi: an IL scheme. 
First we note that if we consider an arbitrary number of generations, then a cell in 
such a string may have a descendant arbitrarily far to its right; for t’he IL scheme F3 
in Example 3 we have iba “b 1 i 2 2) c A(&), and for each string of the form bet ‘b, 
the left cell has the right cell as a descendant (see Rig. 1). We shall show that for 
each IL scheme there is a bound on the. distance between the position of a cell in an 
adult string and the positinn of its rightmost (or leftmost) immediate descendant. 
We need some notation. 
If F = (V, Q, g) is an (m, n)L scheme, we say that w E ( U~o{gi})V* is a right 
shift word of F if and only if 1 HP I> m + n + 1 and w satisfies the following 
condition. Let ai E V U {g) for -m s i c R + r be such that 
w = a-, ,... a-laoan .,. amane . . . anhc, 
and let ai E V”’ for 0 G i 4 r be such that 
(2i-, .., iii . . . Qi+n 2 ai. 
Then 
(i) a0 = ff$i,+la~ for some cu& ar;lE V*; 
(ii) for 1 < i d r - 1, 
iYScYl . .. ai = an+zan+3 . . . an+# 
,Eoor some 8, i+lCrCr; 
(iii) ~ls, = 1.” 
Similarly we say that w E V*(tJ~xo{gj)) is a left 
Jwj>m+n+l and w satisfies the following co 
-rm-r G i G n be such that 
w = Q -m-r.*. 62 -,-la-, :.. a-r~o~l . .. a, 
meld let Cyi E V” fC9P 0 C i G F 
a -i-m .s_ ke-i :_ ~ 6_(+“-~* &a 
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(i) a0 = arZa -m-lcuA for some u-h, a$E 1’*; 
(ii) for 1 G i S r - 1, 
Q1-i..* Q-ICY: = a-, ,-,... s-m-3a-m-2 
for “some t, i+lctSr; 
(iii) cy, = A. 
Using this notation, we proceed as follows. 
Proposition 1. Let F = (V. Q, g) be an (m, n) L scheme and let w be a right (left) 
shift word of E Then w is completely determined by the following information: 
(i) the leftmost (rightmost) m + n + 1 fetters of w ; 
(ii) the breakdown of a0 into CY~U,,+~LY~ (aga-,,,-,a6). 
Proof. We shall just prove the proposition for the case of a right shift word, as ;he 
case of a left shift word is analogous. 
Suppose the information in (i) and (ii) above is given, and consider the following 
algorithm. 
1. Input a-, ,..., ao, . . . . a,, and LY&Q~+~,(YS. 
2. i : = 1. 
: = a-, . . aO... anan+,cuS. 
:: r”r 1 w ] c 8‘:~ + n + i go to 6. 
5. w I= WcYi, i : = i + 1, go to 4. 
6. output w, stop. 
Each time that step 5 of the algorithm is entere with i < r we have, by step 4, 
that 1 w 1 =S m i- n + i, i.e., w = a-,,, . . . ai... a,+i . . . . Hence ai can be fouxl by the fact 
that a-,+, ... Ci .-. an+i 2 Qi. 
When i = .r + 1 in step 4 we have 
w = a-,... ~a~... anan+,cvZaI . . . ffr = a-,,... a0 . . . a,a,+l . . . flntr, 
i.e. IwJ=m+n+r+l s m + n + i, so the algorithm halts and outputs w. 
Thi:; completes the proof of the proposition. C 
Psoposlttie~n 2. If F is an IL scheme then W, = {w 1 w is a right shift word of F} is a 
finite set, and W,_ = (w 1 w is a left shift word of F) is a finite set. 
Let F = (V, Q, g) be an (m, n)L scheme. Let I = max{j p ) 1 a 2 /3) and let 
k=#V+l.Le be defined as in the stateml:nt of ;he proposition. 
Proposition 1, if we knew 
m + n + 1 letters of w, and 
the breakdown of the rig nd side of a specified production in into 
ed. Ht is easy to see that there 
at the breakdown 
- E 
-8 ._ k m+n+‘. i.e., 
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‘We can argue similariy that IVL is finite, and this completes the proof of the 
ixoposition. 0 
We note that the above proof of roposition 2 is non-constructive, in the sense 
that it does not provide an algorithm producing WR or WL~ the procedure given 
in the proof of Proposition 1 is applied to ea e 1 l lFn+l diflerent 
inputs, it only halts when given an input whit actually defines a rig 
Otherwise 1 w 1 G IPI + pz + i is never satisfied in step 4, and the procedure runs 
. 
forever. 
Althoyagh the proof of Proposition 2 is nonconstructive, we can show that the 
mapping which associates with an (m, n)L scheme the corresponding WR (OH WL) is 
limiting recursive in the sense of Gold [l]. By this we mean the following. There is 
an effective procedure which produces asequence ( W(')} of subsets of WR such that 
w’o) c ‘VP c . . . c W(‘) 6 _ l **9 and this sequence has the property that for some T, 
I+ r(*) z Wk aid W7 ( +‘I = W(‘) for all s 2 0. Mote that no indication is given of when 
stage T has been reached. 
Let us call the procedure in the proof of Proposition 1 Algorithm A. We now 
outline a procedure to find WR which we call Algorithm B. 
Algorithm B is as follows. 
1. Set UP copies Al, ...,Ai, . . . . A, of algorithm A, each with a different one of the 
U=l.km+n+-t possible different inputs. 
2. t:=o, w’O’:=0. 
3. Perform one cycle in each of At, . . . . Ai, ,:., A, (if some Ai has halted do 
nothing in that Ai). 
4. w(r+V : = Uy=, {a; ,I Ai has halted and has produced the right shift word ai}. 
5. t:= t + 1, go to 3. 
Clearly algolrithm B computes WR in the limiting recursive sense. 
We shall use Proposition 2 to show if F = ( V, Q, g) is an IL scheme, (Y is a string 
in the adult language of I?, and the uth symbol of at gives rise to the tih symbol of tx 
in the step S(a) = cy, then u and v differ at most by an amount which is determined 
by R 8% 
‘We shall use the following notation. If Q! = ar . . . ah E A(F), where F = (V, Q, g‘) 
is an (m, n:)L scheme, we shall write a,... as 3 a+.. a,# if it is the case that 
a c-_m .** a, . . . 4!!r+n 3 aut for d G t G s (ak =gfork clerk >h)anda+..a,~=cr,...cu,. 
L scheme then there exists Q constant C, w 
such that if cy E A(F) and the uth sy bol of ar gives rise to the v 
)=a then lu-vJ<C. 
. et ,F = (V, 0, g) be an (m, n)L scheme, and let 
azz at .*. a, . . . a, . . . ah e A(F) 
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either aj =$ h or ai 3 . . . Oi* .. . for SOSIX j’ 2 n + j + I. To see that such an i exists, 
note that a, 3 al . . . forsome t, ISt=SuCv- n. Also, let y he the least y’ such 
that a, .-. a, . . . ayV * . . . a, . . . a+ Clearly there exists such a y, v g y zz h, since 
R E A(F). 
Frcm the definitions of i and y it is easy to check that 
a+,... aimIai... au... au... a, E K 
(a, = g if t C 1). Hence v - 2.4 < CR. 
We can proceed similarly to show the existence of a bound CL for the case u > t’, 
and taking C to be the maximum of CR and CL completes the proof of the 
lemma. 0 
Note that the above proof is not konstructive because it makes use-of Proposit,ion 
2. However thcie 1s a limiting recursive function which associates a bound C with 
each IL scheme. 
We shall *teed another item of notation which, together with Lemma 6, will 
enable us to prove a theorem which appears to be significant from the biological 
point of view. If Q! = aI . . . ah E A(F) for an IL scheme F and (in the notation 
introduced just prior to Lemma 6) a, . . . a0 3 A, then we call a, . . . a, an erasing 
substring of (Y. If a,,... a, is an erasing substring and there do not exist u ’ s u and 
0’2; u such that a 4’ .. . IL,, is an erasing substring and v’- u’> v - u, we say that 
a I( .(. a, is a plop+ zasing substring. . 
Thsarem 5 (Limited Erasing Theorem). If F is an IL scheme then there exists a 
constant 0, which depends only on F, such that if /3 is an erasing substring of sme 
cy EA(F) them lp]~D. 
Proof. Let F = {V, Q, g) be an (un, n)L F:heme, and let C be the constant assigned 
by Lemma 6 to F. 
Letcr=a , *.. ah be an arbitrary nonetipty string in A(F) and let /3 = a, . . . a, be a 
proper erasing substring of LY. Since a((~) = at and /3 3 h, and /3 is proper, we have 
au-, 3 . ..a. and av+I 3 aw+2 . . . for some w, 1 +E w s k. Hence by Lemma 6 we 
have 1 w - (u - l)/ G C and I(tl + 1) - (w + 1) 1 s C. From this it is easy to check that 
1/3i=V- u -T- 1 s 2C. Thus the theorem holds with 0 = 2C, which completes our 
proof. 0 
The limiting erasing theorem 4;tates that in a string in the adult language of an k 
scheme, it is never the case that an arbitrarily long group of cells dies out, and is 
replaced by division of other cells, in one step. 
e use af Lemma rj to show that t e family of adult languages of IL 
schemes is included in the family of regular languages. 
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jet F = (Y, Q, g> be a 2L sc!lieme, and let C be the constant associated with F by 
Lemma 6. We show how to construct from F a finite automa;ton M Such that 
L(M) = ia E A(F) 1 1 Q! ) 3 2}(g). It is easy to see from the known properties of 
finite automata and regular languages that the existence of such art fkf implies that 
A(F) E L(RG). 
We proceed as follows. For strings Q, ~3 E Y* define f(a, /3) as the maximum 
length prefix of (Y which is also a prefix of /3, and define cb(cu, /3) to be the string y 
quch that e = f((z, p)~. In words, ~(cY, p) is p with the maxilmerm length common 
prefix of LY and p removed. 
Let M = ,(K, Y u(g)-, tl,qo,Kf) be a finite automaton with states K = 
((ab,a,p)I ar,M~ VU(g) and cy, /3E Y*U{g), !aIsC+l, #/bC)U{r). The 
state transition function 8 of M is defined by 8(r, a) = r for all a E Y 1J {g) and 
r = 
I 
if either jf$(&XirCXZi+l)]> C+ 1 or I~(@cBi+I,@i){ > C, 
ftiia~+~,+(Pai, aai+l),t$(uai+r,@ai)) otherwise, 
where Lyi = 11 if Oi = g, and at-raiai+lg ai* otherwise. The initial state of M is 
q, = (gg, h, h ). The accepting states of M are Kf = ((ag, g, A ‘, 1 a E Y}. 
To see that M is as required, suppose that al . . . ai... a, E A(F) and that 
al . . . aj 3 al ..+ ai. Then it is straightforward to check that after scanning symbol 
ai+l, M is in stat&e (ajai+l, ai.+l .. . ai+], ai+ .-. ai) where a,, . . . a, is A if u > V. Thus after 
scanning symbol am+l = g, M is in state (a,g, g, A) E & On the other hand, i:F 
a1 . . . ai *.. a,E A(F) then either M will be in the same state (amg, cyg, p) where 
a@# A after scanning. symbol a,+l = g, or M will have: reached, and remained in, 
state I: 
This completes the proof of the lemma. III 
We illustrate the construction in the proof of the above lemma as 
folIows. Let 5” = ({a, B}, Q, g) be a 2L scheme having 
gba + ba, abb --, bb, 
abg + ab, bha 4 bb, 
bab + bb, bbb -+ h 
among its productions. Then bab’ab E A(F), and the step 8(bab”ab) = bab’ab can 
be shown schematically I.ke this. 
I__- 
bbbba b 
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(fix 9 3 A) b 
(gb,b , A) a 
(b a, 3 A) 
(ab,h , b) h l 
i&A >bb) b 
(bb,A ,b) b 
(&A , A) b 
Mb , A) b 
(bb,bb , A) b 
(bb,bbb , A) b 
(bb,bbbb, A) a 
(ba,bb-r , A) b 
Cab,ab 9 A) g 
(b&g 9 A) 
To show what happen: to a string which is not in A(F) consider babbab which 
derives in one step bdd+bbbbbbab, in the following manner 
-- -- 
b a b b b-.b b b b b a b 
.d will operate on babbabg as follows 
kg,& A > 
(gb,b, A ) 
(baA A ) 
) 
) 
Cb a,a, bbbb) 
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eoxm 6. A(ILS) s L@(G). 
roo1E4, 1mtnediatP rom Lemmas 5 and 7. Cl 
Wet note that the proof of Theorem 6 is nonconstructive, since it makes use o 
~emnna 6 whrich in turn makes use of Proposition 2. It remains an open question 
wrhetfrer or not there exists an aigorithm which for any IL scheme F produces a 
finite autom:aton M such that A(F) = L(M). We conjecture that there is such an 
aQ;orithm. 
A special case of the problem has been solved by Walker [9). 
T:‘~WIWIBI 7. ‘There xists an algorithm which for any PIL scheme Fproduces a finite 
aut~~malton M such that A(F) = L(M). 
roof. See Walker [9, Lemma 3.61. 
onclusions 
We have shown that there are three basic kinds of cell lineages which can occur in a 
stable string of cells. If there is no cell death, then each cell simply replaces itslelf. If 
there is cell death but no interaction between cells, then a cell either replaces itself 
and some of its neighbors, or else its lineage dies out after a finite number of steps; 
moreover, eT!en in an arbitrary number of steps, each descendant cell is within a 
bounded dlisxance of its parent cell. If there is cell death and interaction between 
cells, then, for a single step, there is a bound on the distance between adescendant, 
celf and its parent cell, from which fact we have shown (Theorem 5) that it follows 
thal an arbitrarily long block of cells in a stable string cannot die out and be 
replaced in one step. HoNever, for an arbitrary number of steps, a descendant cell 
may be arbitrarily far from its parent cell. 
We have also estalblished the relations between the families of adult languages of 
L schemes with and without cellular interaction and cell death, and the family of 
regular languages, ZJ shown in Fig. 2. In the diagram, an arrow denotes proper 
inclusion established constructively, and the dotted arrow 
established nonconstructively.’ The equalities between 
notes proper i
XLS) and A 
W established in TJreorem 1. . 
leave as an intri,;;uing open question whether there exists an algorithm 
will transform an IL scheme F into a regular grammar 6 such that A(F) = L( 
research for this paper has been supported by X 
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